Electronic nicotine delivery systems: emerging science foundation for policy
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Since they were first marketed in China in 2004, electronic nicotine delivery systems (ENDS) have spread globally like wildfire. Their proponents, who refer to the products as “electronic cigarettes” or “E-cigs”, argue that by delivering nicotine to the lung, they are more effective and acceptable than nicotine replacement medicines, and should be readily available as cigarette substitutes. An internet search using terms such as “electronic cigarette” reveals that the products vary widely in form, names, and nicotine delivery claims and health claims. Flavours include “tobacco” as well as cherry and other candy-like flavours banned for use in cigarettes in the USA1 and recommended for banning by the World Health Organization (WHO).2 ENDS marketers claim benefits: “cancer causing chemicals found in tobacco cigarettes are not found in electronic cigarettes”, “not any toxins”, “no first or second hand smoke”, “tobacco-like taste and flavors”, “won’t stain teeth or damage skin”, “increase productivity and promote the potential health benefits”, “its [emissions are] simply water vapor” and “quit smoking”3–5.

Many public health authorities caution that the risks and benefits of ENDS have not been adequately studied, that they may not deliver nicotine as claimed and may deliver more toxics than claimed. There is also concern that ENDS may undermine smoking prevention, cessation and clean air laws.6,7 Some countries have banned ENDS until they are adequately studied (eg, Brazil, Canada, Uruguay, Singapore, Turkey).7

The foregoing has occurred in virtual absence of published data on the contents, emissions and effects of the products. For medicines, and even for foods with health claims, manufacturers must conduct studies of safety and efficacy. Little verifiable data support ENDS promotion—and some implied claims are profound: “you can keep smoking with little or no risk to yourself or to those exposed to the second hand emissions”. Eventually, laboratories such as those affiliated with The Tobacco Laboratory Network of WHO3 might be able to assess such products; however, the primary responsibility for testing should be the manufacturers’.

Initial data reinforce concerns about ENDS. The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) conducted preliminary tests of several ENDS models, documenting widely varying levels of nicotine, carcinogens and diethylene glycol, which it noted “is toxic to humans”.8 The FDA concluded that “quality control processes used to manufacture these products are inconsistent or non-existent” because of variability in contents and emissions.9

Tobacco Control has published two peer-reviewed studies of ENDS nicotine delivery in humans, one in the last issue and one in this issue.10,11 One study11 was supported by a major ENDS marketer. The two studies10,11 provide preliminary data on nicotine absorption and craving relief by several ENDS products. Two limitations of the studies are worthy of special note. First, there are hundreds of brands and models of ENDS, with diverse claims implying unique modes of operation, contents and widely varying nicotine, suggesting potential differences from those tested to date. Second, these short-term laboratory studies offer little basis for assessing the safety of ENDS as they would actually be used, which could involve hundreds of puffs per day for many years with puffing parameters varying widely.

With the foregoing limitations in mind, the studies were consistent in finding that nicotine absorption did not mimic cigarettes. Eisenberg10 found no significant increase in plasma nicotine by either of two product brands. Bullen et al11 documented somewhat higher nicotine levels than Eisenberg, but these were far lower than those produced by cigarette smoking, and lower than those typically produced by nicotine replacement medicines for smoking cessation.2 Bullen et al did not find significant relief of tobacco withdrawal, but both investigators found some degree of craving relief.

The slow onset and low plasma levels do not rule out some degree of lung exposure, but they are not consistent with the lung deliveries advertised at least initially by their marketers. Lung deposition can vary as a function of factors including nicotine concentration in the emissions, particle characteristics and how products are used, and thus might differ with other products and conditions.13 To better understand the actual sites of deposition of nicotine and other substances, thorough pharmacokinetics and imaging studies might be required, such as the studies that were conducted with the medicinal nicotine inhaler, leading to the conclusion that less than 5% of its nicotine inhaled actually reached the lung.14 Determining the deposition of ENDS emissions has implications for safety, efficacy and addiction potential because the addictive and other physiological effects of nicotine and lung toxicants such as propylene glycol may be increased by deeper lung penetration. Addiction potential (“abuse liability”) should be directly assessed, as for other nicotine-delivering products.15–17

ENDS that deliver very low levels of nicotine may pose effective starter products for non-tobacco users. Self-administering nicotine by puffing on ENDS could initiate a nicotine graduation process (as happened in the USA with oral smokeless tobacco industry-termed “starter” products).18 Such risks might be mitigated and monitored by a regulatory approach termed risk management, as increasingly required by regulatory authorities such as the FDA, European Medicines Authority and Health Canada.19

An additional complication is that ENDS might produce substantially higher deliveries if they are “spiked” with nicotine liquid (“juice”) available for refilling their cartridges (eg, Totally Wicked-Eliquid Smoke Juice).20 ENDS refill products raise many of the same safety and effectiveness issues as ENDS. A cursory review of such products on the Internet revealed a broad range of refill products, claims and even warnings, with some admitting carcinogens and the possibility of nicotine poisoning (some appear to contain sufficient nicotine to kill many
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persons even if simply spilled on the skin). It would seem that where the nicotine is intended for human consumption, it should be subject to the same regulations for safety and effectiveness as drugs including standards for child-resistant packaging and labeling to minimize risk of poisoning.

The main promise of ENDS, to effectively deliver nicotine so as to substitute for cigarettes, has yet to be demonstrated scientifically for any ENDS. Claims concerning safety to users and by second-hand exposure have yet to be verified. A further complication of safety assessment is that product safety is generally assessed in the context of a benefit-to-risk assessment and the core benefits claimed by ENDS have yet to be demonstrated.

Many other public health issues posed by ENDS were not addressed by the Eissenberg and Bullen et al studies. Smoking bans and clean air advocacy are being hijacked to promote the ENDS marketing claim that the emissions are harmless and should be exempt from restrictions. One ENDS manufacturer states, “These products offer a new opportunity to retailers, bars, restaurants and other businesses, to take advantage of the new smoking-bans.”21 Such promotion could undermine the benefits of clean air laws in motivating smoking cessation and aiding those who have quit to avoid relapse. Moreover, ENDS produce emissions that can be seen and smelled, and presumably contain nicotine, propylene glycol, and carcinogen-containing tobacco extracts and other substances; however, there has been no systematic study of emissions.6 7 That is why WHO recommends that the use of ENDS in public settings should be subject to the same restrictions as those used to reduce second-hand tobacco smoke exposure under Article 8 of the Framework Convention on Tobacco Control.22

ENDS raise many additional questions. Should claims and descriptors such as “no tar”, and “no second-hand smoke” be allowed on products whose emissions include carcinogens contained in “tar”, potential lung toxicants such as propylene glycol, and nicotine? Should statements such as those describing propylene glycol as a safe food additive be allowed when it is recognised as a toxic substance when inhaled or exposed to the skin?23 Might this category of product be an example of what is needed to augment the smoking cessation armamentarium?24

Despite efforts to regulate ENDS, they continue to be sold globally through the Internet and in many retail settings in some countries. The judicial ruling preventing the FDA from banning ENDS imports will complicate its efforts to regulate the products; however, the FDA has several regulatory avenues, in addition to its new authority to regulate tobacco products.1 24 The studies reported in Tobacco Control, along with the FDA’s preliminary assessment, are steps in the direction of an emerging science foundation; however, more research is needed. We recommend surveillance to determine patterns and trends in marketing, sales, use and effects. Healthcare providers should also be notified to be alert for potential respiratory diseases associated with use of ENDS and to report such observations. Manufacturers and retailers must provide evidence to define the appropriate uses of, exposure to and safety of ENDS, and regulatory authorities should confirm the accuracy of this evidence before approving these products for marketing and sale. Meanwhile, this manufacturer-driven (as opposed to public health-driven) experiment in public health will continue to unfold.
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